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Editorial
Privacy
Photos, text, quotes and so we have used are
all, with permission of the person, maker,
writer and are free from rights and free to use
for publication.
If we are using copy text and / or photos, we
will be mentioned where we found it or from
who we get it.

Privacy is respect for the other.
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Message from the President
Dear reader,

Our board members

It is a difficult time for everyone, a time that lasts
longer than we initially thought and hoped.
Then it is not always easy to stay positive and
looking forward. Still, it is most of the time the best
thing you can do.
In that way I’m very glad that we had and a new
initiative, a beautifully project. UNICEF supports
and walks, it fits so well with what IML stands for
“NOS INUGAT AMUBULAIRE”.
I very much hope that our walkers will take part in
this initiative all over the world. So, please
promote this action. You can read more about this
later in this newsletter.

Marc Muller

President

At the request of walkers, we have extended the
campaign until 31 January 2022.
Other great news is that the Marbella 4Days Walking
( NPO ) / Spain is now IML member. I really hope
that more and more walking events will find the
way to the IML. Even if this means an expansion in
a country to more IML events, as we are already
seeing in China, Japan and the US.

Dolores Grenier vice president Pan Pacific

We need to stay attractive for our IML walkers and
for new IML walkers.
Wish you all the best and stay healthy,

Marc Muller
President
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Stefan Aroneng

vice president Europe

Herma Wijers
Administrative assistant

Joseph Cannivy
Financial and
Logistic assistant
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Solidarity Medal
In the first year of Covid-19 we had the hope that
maybe after the summer we could walk again. But
the virus is stronger than we thought and adapted
quickly. Scientists and clinicians have made a great
effort to develop a vaccine to protect us from this
virus. Everyone very much hopes that the vaccine
will contribute to a more ‘normal life’ If that
situation has calmed, we can travel, walk, and
meet each other on our IML events. How
wonderfully is that?!
If we look back, we see that almost all of the walks
in 2020 and most in 2021 have been cancelled.
And it is very uncertain what the future will be.
Will there be a new wave in autumn or winter, we
do not know? So, it is important to look forward,
stay positive and to be patient. Not only for us, IML
organizations but this counts also for our walkers;
we ask you to be patient.
As walking organisation, we must deal with the
rules from our government, and we have a
responsibility for our walkers. Not only when they
walk but also before the start of the event, we
must ask ourselves “can we, can I as organizer
allow walking”? We must be considerate of the
health of our walkers and that is more important
than anything else. It is our responsibility to
protect the walkers wherever possible.
In situations like this it is difficult to stay in touch
with each other. We use social media, digital video
contact and the phone. But walking together is
completely different. We considered the question
“what can we do for our IML walkers, which
possibilities do we have”? Thinking about that we
concluded that it is not only “covid-19” is a cause
but also natural disasters what happened to us.
Those views and the knowledge that walkers like
medals and the fact that we want to do something
special in these difficult times that led to the idea
of the Solidarity medal.
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The medal can be combined either with country
bars (for example when a national walking event
must be cancelled because of extreme weather
conditions, natural disasters or for other reasons)
or with the internationally available corona bar.
All walkers wishing to openly express their
solidarity through IML can acquire the solidarity
medal and the attachable corona bar. IML
membership is not required.
You may order through your host country or by
sending an email to our financial assistant Jos
Cannivy, iml@ismlux.lu
Purchase and sales price for medals is € 9, 00 and
for the Bar it is € 3,50 each.
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IML

UNICEF
We are happy to present

The IML-UNICEF Charity World Challenge
01.09.2021 – 31.01.2022
Goal:
Collect as many kilometres as you can.

Sign up:

for 1, 2, or 3 months and collect your kilometres
in your home or vacation area.

Conditions, the walks must:

take place within the chosen timeframe;
cover a distance from 10km or more;
be tracked with a GPS or an appropriate
application from your phone;
If you do not have a mobile phone or not
a mobile phone with GPS we accept your
Email with the date(s), location and
kilometres you walked.

Registration fee:
1 month walking

€ 15,00

After the walking period:

2 months walking

€ 25,00

Send your results (screenshots of your walking
route(s)) in a pdf or any other file format to:
info@imlwalking.org

3 months walking

€ 30,00

Certificate:

Shipping cost

€ 6,00

Request from our walkers:
At the request of our walkers and because there
will be no IML activities in the coming months,
we have decided to extend this action by two
months. The new end date is January 31, 2022.

After the pdf has been checked, the walker
receives a certificate stating: chosen period of
time and the total number of kilometres walked
and receives the corresponding pin.

Profit:

The entire profit from the IML – UNICEF Charity
World Challenge will be donated to UNICEF.
In many countries children suffer consequences
from the pandemic. Together with UNICEF we
want to extend our hands to the most helpless in
the face of this global crisis and give them future.
IML will gladly accept additional donations and
integrally forward them to UNICEF. ( IBAN: LU09

0030 2829 2313 1000 / IML Walking Association )

You find information on our website, and we will
publish the outcome of this action afterwards on
our website and on Facebook.
IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -
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Goals of the IML
If we look at our Bylaws, our articles of
association and our logo we see and say that IML
stands for "walking together".
We are all committed to organizing a walking
event that people enjoy and recognize
themselves in. These two factors are not only
decisive for the IML and its walkers, but they are
also binding. This is IML walking:
“recognize and connect”.
IML walks are recognizable by the way an event is
organized, by its specific stamping system,
specific medal system and the rewards to be
achieved. These things have the interest of our
walkers. Whether you are zealous or not,
comparisons are made in number of kilometres,
walks and trips. Also, there are some who do this
for fun and self-satisfaction with no formal
agenda.

Cost and IML
IML is an association whose members and board
members are all volunteers, and their purpose is
to promote health, encourage friendship between
people all over the world by promoting and
encouraging
multi-days
walking
events
internationally. (Constitution, article 2).
Everyone does their best to keep the costs as low
as possible. Low costs affect the contribution of
the members, the purchase of medals, booklets,
etc.
For the organizer of the walking event, low costs
are important to keep the contribution of the
walker low.
In short, win, win for each other and for the cost.

Walkers are eager and enthusiastic to share their
IML experiences with others about their travels &
friends from around the world, the diverse
cultures, trails, and wonderful times they have
exploring!
We can only give our walkers the above when we
do this together. That is achieved when walkers
share their enjoyable experiences.

It’s all about balance!

THIS IS IML !

IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -
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Virtual Walking
Virtual walking
Virtual walking is with all the digital possibilities a
good alternative to stimulate to motive people to
get to know walking, a healthy sport.
You can easily have a formal or informal
competition with other people who you do not
know or with your friends and your family. The
only thing you need is the right mobile and if you
do not have that and/ or you cannot deal with it
then you need a supervisor for virtual walking.

Virtual walk what you miss
What you miss by virtual walking is the personal
contact, the changing environment of the
different countries, the different languages, and
customs. You miss the different accents at the
start and finish. You miss the typical walking
atmosphere along the way, you miss drinking
your coffee, tea, beer or juice with others on a
wobbly narrow couch, eating a burger or the
sandwich that tastes completely different from
the sandwich at home.
And of course, you miss the mobile Toilet and the
queue where you stand together and share the
waiting.
All that is:
“walking together”,
that is IML
“nos iungat ambulare”
and IML
believes in it.
IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -

Virtual walk and real walking
One of the important things to have a real walking
event is that the people come to the different
countries and places.
That is good for the local restaurants, hotels,
camping, it is good for tourism in general.
We often see that a lot of walkers come back in
the vicinity of the IML event for a holiday with
their friends or family because they have
discovered that place. How nice is that?!

There is a difference in organizing a walking event
digital or real. IML want to have a lot of walkers.
But IML also want the walkers to come to their
event location, life! The walkers can ask questions,
they buy things, they drink, eat and are merry!
Good things for the organizer and for locals who
are involved in the event. Most important to IML
is the atmosphere and the contact to our walkers.
IML is real walking, is walking in the country where
the walk is organized.
IML is talking and walking with the locals and all
the others from all over the world.
IML is “walking together”
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IML SONG
Text and music written by: Tim Miner

The International March (Hello, My Friend)

The International March (Hello, My Friend)
Hello, my friend, we meet again today.
Coming together from places far away,
To share a walk, and build a friendship true,
And make a better world for me and you.
We come from many nations,
But here our hearts are one.
The further that we walk,
Then more we're having fun.
Come with me, and we'll see something new,
As we tell a walking tale or two.
When we are here and when we're back at home,
Our friendship is strong wherever we may roam.
(Then repeat the above song in the language of the host country where it is used)
Fanfare at opening ceremonies and recorded: We're the International Marching League coming by plane and
ferry, we sing "Nos Iungat Ambulare."
Fanfare at closing ceremonies (Sung very slowly): We've the International Marching League leaving by plane and
ferry, until the next time we say ("hello" in the native language of the next IML event).

The song with music can be download on our website:
http://www.imlwalking.org/index.php?page=more/march.html

IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -
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IML has its constitution and its bylaws to find answers for the questions the walkers
have. But there always questions to which the answers cannot be found or the
walkers are still unsure.
In these situations, the walkers send an email to info@imlwalking.org and/or asks
another walker when they meet on an IML walking event. This is good, but
sometimes IML receives questions that we think it is helpful if we offer concrete
answers to different questions from the beginning. That is the idea behind this
column, and so with your help we will answer more questions with each newsletter.

The first five Q & A’s.
1. Can we organize a virtual walk?
A: Yes, you can. But not as an IML event - no stamps and no medal (see the article virtual walk).
2. Can we organize an IML 1 day walking event?
A: Yes, you can. But not as an IML event - no stamps and no medal. The fact is, we have only twodays walking events. Multi days events makes us different from other organizations. And this
makes us attractive for walkers.
3. Can the IML staff give an IML stamp at the end of the first day or on the beginning from the second
day?
A: No, they cannot. The rules are that the walker must walk each day of the event.
The walker must first check out by the organizer and if he has checked out according to the
rules, then he can go to the IML stand for the IML stamp and to buy that what he needs.
4. Must the IML staff check the IML books before they give a certificate?
A: Yes, the IML staff must have checked all the IML books whether the books are complete and
stamped correctly. It is important that these rules are clear to the walkers.
5. The IML staff doesn’t have the time to check the IML books on the second day or to correct the IML
book from the walker(s). What can they do?
A: The walkers must be informed on the organizers website and on the starting place that if
walkers want a certificate or if they have questions that they report this in advance and hand
over their IML book to the IML staff.
Please, send your questions, concerns, comments to info@walking.org with the subject “newsletter”
and we can address them in one of the following newsletters.

IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -
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Sport or Cooking
Depending on the size of this magazine and whether we get recipes from you or an old folk sport from your
country, this page will be filled. This time we have two well-known primeval-Dutch recipes.

Dutch pancakes

Pea soup

You need
130-gram buckwheat flour
170-gram flour or self-aging flour
600 ml milk or
300 ml milk and 300 ml dark beer
3 eggs
a little salt
butter or oil
baking pan

You need
500-gram split peas
2,5 litre waters
2 onions
2 winter carrots
2 potatoes
1 or 2 leeks
1 celeriac
1 celery
1 parsley
300-gram pork or shoulders chops
200-gram smoked bacon (as a piece)
1 smoked sausage

Preparation
. mix the flour with the milk and the salt;
. stir the dough until a smooth dough;
. stir the eggs one by one;
. voeg de rest van de melk of het bier toe;

Baking
Make sure the pan is hot and add a knob of butter
or a splash of oil. Put a thin layer of batter in the
pan, make sure the whole bottom is covered. Bake
the pancake on both sides light brown. Use a
pancake knife to keep the pancake loose from the
bottom.
Serve
Serve the pancake hot from the pan and add cane
sugar or cane syrup to taste.
Taste
If you want a slightly spicier pancake start with
smoked bacon in the pan and then add the batter.
Serve with can syrup or grated cheese.
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Preparation
. put the water on with the peas, pork and
the bacon;
. let it boil gently for 1 to 2 hours, stir
regularly and scoop off the foam;
. cut the greetings small and/or into pieces;
. if the peas are cooked, remove the meat
from the pan, cut it into pieces and put it
back into the pan;
. add the remaining Greetings and the smoked
sausage and leave it to simmer for another
half an hour.
. stir regularly, it's necessary!

Serve
Serve with rye bread and bacon
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Calendar
You can find our calendar also on our website: www.imlwalking.org

IML&IVV events calendar 2022

Closing
Do you have ideas?
to: improve this newsletter
to: make IML walking more attractive to everyone
We would like to hear from you, please send your ideas to info@imlwalking.org

IML Walking Association - Nos Iungat Ambulare -
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See you next time!
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